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Cut and Run Minotaur Books
Tony and Brianna Lincoln just moved into Paradise, but
friendly they aren't. In fact, these urbane thrill killers are
knocking off the neighbors one by one, and Jesse Stone is
next.
The Penguin Book of the Modern American Short Story St. Martin's
Paperbacks
The unsolved murder of a young activist leads to the discovery of much
darker crimes in New York Times bestselling author Allison Brennan’s
latest compelling thriller to feaure the young, edgy detective Kara Quinn

and the loner FBI agent Matt Costa. This time they work to uncover
possible ties to a high-stakes cartel in the Southwest desert. Something
mysterious is killing the wildlife in the mountains just south of Tucson.
When a college intern turned activist sets out to collect her own evidence,
she, too, ends up dead. Local law enforcement is slow to get involved.
That’s when the mobile FBI unit goes undercover to infiltrate the town
and its copper refinery in search of possible leads. Quinn and Costa find
themselves scouring the desolate landscape, which keeps revealing clues to
something much darker—greed, child trafficking and more death. As the
body count adds up, it’s clear they have stumbled onto much more than
they bargained for. Now they must figure out who is at the heart of this
mayhem and stop them before more innocent lives are lost. A Quinn &
Costa Thriller Book 1: The Third to Die Book 2: Tell No Lies
Cry Wolf Minotaur Books
When Tony Presidio is found dead, supposedly of a heart attack, Lucy
Kincaid, a new trainee at the FBI Academy in Quantico, enlists the help of
her PI boyfriend Sean Rogal to follow her suspicions that Tony was
murdered.
Notorious MIRA
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When a man who appears mentally unstable holds a group of people hostage
and dies in a shootout with the FBI, Special Agent Lucy Kincaid is assigned
to investigate what happened. Up until two months ago, McMahon was a
respected scientist—then his wife left him, he lost his job, and was arrested for
assaulting a former colleague. The one person who might have answers — his
research assistant — has disappeared. While Lucy is investigating this bizarre
case, her husband Sean is on top of the world: his son Jesse is visiting for the
summer. They are having a blast, until someone follows them. Sean is
positive that the surveillance is connected to Jesse’s step-father—a man who
had once laundered money for a violent drug cartel. But when Lucy and Jesse
are run off the road, they begin to wonder if the attack is connected to Jesse ...
or Lucy’s current case. Nothing is what it seems—not the McMahon
investigation or the car accident. As Sean and Lucy dig deep into the lives of
everyone involved, one thing becomes clear: If they don’t find the truth fast,
everyone they care about is in danger.
The Sexual Demon of Colonial Power Macmillan
New York Times bestseller Brennan’s latest
novel featuring FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid finds
her searching for a missing child in Cut and
Run. “BRENNAN [IS] A MASTER.” —Associated
Press FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid is dead-set on
solving a cold case—even if the original
investigators stonewall her every step of
the way. A violent storm has uncovered the
remains of a family that authorities assumed
fled the country years ago to avoid
prosecution. But the body of the youngest
Albright son never turned up. If the child
is dead, why wasn’t his body found with his
parents? If he’s alive, where has he

been...and what does he know? Now Lucy and
her partner Nate must reconstruct an old
crime to find a missing child in the present
day. “CAN’T-PUT-IT-DOWN SUSPENSE.”—Fresh
Fiction Meanwhile, investigative reporter
Maxine Revere is called to San Antonio. A
confessed killer of a young woman named
Victoria has recanted his statement, which
opens the door to a whole new world of
secrets and betrayal. Max hires Sean Rogan,
Lucy’s husband and a seasoned PI, to help.
The discovery that Victoria might be
connected to the Albright family leads Max,
Sean, and Lucy to the darkest corridors of
corporate crime. But how can they untangle
this complex web to find justice for the
victims...and the killer in their midst? “IF
YOU HAVEN’T BEEN READING THIS TRULY
EXCEPTIONAL LUCY KINCAID SERIES, THEN YOU
HAVE BEEN MISSING OUT...MIND-BLOWING.” —RT
Book Reviews
Annie John Penguin
I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU . . . DEAD After a tough
breakup with her boyfriend, Lucy Kincaid
needs a different kind of break. So she
heads west to join her brother, an ex-cop,
for a long weekend of skiing in the
mountains. At a picturesque lodge tucked
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high in the Sierra Nevada, Lucy finds just
what she’s looking for: a peaceful retreat
undisturbed by Internet, television, and
cell phone distractions. She also finds an
unexpected group of newlyweds seeking their
own idyllic getaway. But finding one of her
fellow guests dead wasn’t in the brochure.
And neither was the overnight snowstorm that
leaves the lodge cut off from the outside
world. When Lucy’s brother suspects the
honeymooner’s death was foul play, he’s
mysteriously stricken ill. Now, to keep him
and herself alive, it’s up to aspiring FBI
agent Lucy Kincaid to figure out which of
the lovebirds trapped in the lodge is really
a bird of prey. BONUS: This edition includes
an excerpt from Allison Brennan’s upcoming
novel Kiss Me, Kill Me as well as an
exclusive excerpt from an FBI interview with
Lucy Kincaid!
When Women Were Birds Farrar, Straus and Giroux
In New York Times bestseller Allison Brennan's
newest Lucy Kincaid thriller, Lucy receives an
unwelcome visit from the past.
Old Scores Zebra Books
Set in the ancient city of Smyrna, this historical
novel follows the intertwining fates of four
families as their peaceful city is ripped apart by
the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire.

Minotaur Books
"In Storm Warning, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid
and her colleague Nate are racing a severe
storm, but the weather is the least of their
worries when two prisoners escape and take a
child hostage along the way. Lucy and Nate
must try to rescue the boy and survive the
storm, without letting these violent
criminals get away."--
The Silence of Scheherazade St. Martin's
Paperbacks
DON’T LOOK At first, they struggle to
escape. Then a torrent of blows rains down
upon their bodies until their eyes cloud
over in final agony. The killer shows no
remorse—just a twisted need to witness each
victim’s last terrified moments. DON’T SPEAK
Public defender Rachel Wainwright is
struggling to reopen a decades-old case,
convinced that the wrong man is in prison.
Homicide detective Deke Morgan doesn’t want
to agree. But if Rachel’s hunch is correct,
whoever fatally bludgeoned young, beautiful
Annie Dawson thirty years ago could be the
source of a new string of brutal slayings.
JUST PREPARE TO DIE Rachel’s investigation
is about to reveal answers—but at a price
she never thought to pay. Now she’s become
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the target of a rage honed by years of
jealousy and madness. And a murderer is
ready to show her just how vicious the truth
can be . . .
Stealing Shadows Penguin
At the age of twelve, Sophie Caco is sent
from her impoverished village of Croix-des-
Rosets to New York, to be reunited with a
mother she barely remembers. There she
discovers secrets that no child should ever
know, and a legacy of shame that can be
healed only when she returns to Haiti--to
the women who first reared her. What ensues
is a passionate journey through a landscape
charged with the supernatural and scarred by
political violence, in a novel that bears
witness to the traditions, suffering, and
wisdom of an entire people.
Silenced No More Macmillan
"Brennan [is] a master. The mystery [is]
compelling and complex."—Associated Press In
Best Laid Plans, newly minted FBI Agent Lucy
Kincaid is settling into her job in San
Antonio, Texas, when the corpse of Harper
Worthington, the husband of a sitting
congresswoman, is found naked in a motel on the
wrong side of town. It's up to Lucy to locate
the last person to see him alive: a teenage
prostitute who seems to have vanished into thin

air. "The Lucy Kincaid/Sean Rogan novels just
keep getting better!"—RT Book Reviews When
forensics determines that Harper was poisoned,
Lucy and her new by-the-book partner dig deep
into his life to find out who might want him
dead. Why did Harper lie to his wife and his
staff? Was he involved in an illicit affair?
Embezzling money? Laundering money for a drug
cartel? Or was he simply a pawn in someone
else's dangerous game? "Can't-put-it-down
suspense."—Fresh Fiction Lucy's boyfriend Sean
Rogan is hired by Harper's company to run a
security audit, causing friction between Lucy
and the FBI. But when Sean finds a high-tech bug
in Harper's office, an entirely new threat
emerges—a far-reaching conspiracy run by a
ruthless killer who will do anything to get what
he wants, and kill anyone who gets in his way.
And the person between him and victory is Lucy
Kincaid.
The Sorority Murder Ballantine Books
The next riveting thriller featuring FBI Agent Lucy
Kincaid from New York Times bestseller Allison
Brennan

Say You're Sorry MIRA
A serial killer terrorizing the women of
Sacramento meets his match in this pulse-
pounding novel from New York Times
bestselling author Karen Rose. There is a
serial killer on the loose, preying on
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vulnerable women. The only identifiable mark
the killer leaves are letters—sometimes one,
sometimes two—all carved into the torsos of
his victims. Together they spell “Sydney.”
When he grabs Daisy Dawson, he believes he
has found his next victim. But despite her
small stature, she fights back with an
expertise that quickly frees her. Before
fleeing the scene, Daisy also manages to
grab what proves to be crucial evidence: a
necklace from around the killer’s neck. The
necklace is more than a trivial item—it is a
link to a cold case that Special Agent
Gideon Reynolds has been tracking for
seventeen years. With Daisy’s help, Gideon
finally has the opportunity to get closer to
the truth than ever before. But they might
not get the chance, as the serial killer has
a new target: Gideon and Daisy.
The Face of Deception Macmillan
Two suspicious hikers ... An unmarked grave
... A missing child ... FBI trainee Lucy
Kincaid's spontaneous weekend camping trip
with her boyfriend, P.I. Sean Rogan, turns
into a deadly nightmare when they come
across two hikers looking for their lost
son. But when Lucy and Sean split up to help
find the missing child, each quickly

realizes that the parents have a dark secret
they'll kill to keep. Don't miss Reckless, a
thrilling novella from bestselling author
Allison Brennan.
Nothing to Hide Bantam
For the first time ever, a survivor tells
the shocking inside story of her time
trapped in Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine
Maxwell’s sex trafficking ring. Sarah
Ransome moved to New York at the age of 22
with hopes for a better life, an education,
and a career in fashion. Her dreams were
destroyed almost overnight when she met
Jeffrey Epstein and was invited to an island
paradise disguising her personal hell. “By
sharing my testimony…I hope to see both
minds and laws changed. More than anything,
I want to encourage a culture in which
women, even if they haven’t led the perfect
lives, even if they’re not proud of every
one of their choices, still feel the right
to stand in their truth.” This story is her
day in court.
Storm Warning Minotaur Books
A debut entry in a new hardcover series by
the best-selling author of Cold Snap
introduces Maxine Revere, a nationally
renowned investigator of cold cases who
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resolves in the wake of a suspicious suicide
to prove an old friend's innocence of
murder. 100,000 first printing
A Deeper Fear St. Martin's Paperbacks
FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid takes on her most
explosive case yet in New York Times bestseller
Allison Brennan's Dead Heat DEEP IN THE HEART
OF TEXAS Assigned to San Antonio's Violent
Crimes unit, Lucy Kincaid joins a team of
seasoned veterans and newer agents for a task
force called Operation Heatwave. It's supposed
to be a simple sweep of known offenders with
outstanding warrants. But when Lucy and her
team try to bust two local brothers for jumping
bail, she walks into a hotbed of pure evil.
Their names are George and Jaime Sanchez. They
are charged with murder, drug trafficking, and
worse. And one of them is still out there. THE
HEAT IS ON As Lucy races to capture Jaime
Sanchez, more shocking evidence comes to light.
The brothers have been using their basement as
a holding cell for children they kidnapped for
the cartels. When George agrees to turn on his
brother, he is murdered behind bars. Now Lucy
has no choice but to go outside the law.
Enlisting the help of her boyfriend Sean Rogan
and his mercenary brother Kane, she will risk
her career—and both of their lives—to bring
down a crime lord's empire...before more
innocent lives go up in flames. "Knife-edged

tension and clever twists. The Lucy Kincaid/Sean
Rogan novels just keep getting better!" —RT Book
Reviews
Best Laid Plans SAGE
She's no killer. She's just taking out the trash.
Don’t call Lucy Kendall a serial killer. She’s
fighting for the innocent, and she’ll do whatever
it takes to bring justice. When a child disappears,
Lucy quickly discovers the link to a predator she’s
faced before–a man the state of Pennsylvania
decided to turn loose on the streets. Determined to
find the little girl and put a criminal behind bars
for good, Lucy forces her way onto the case. As the
search for the kidnapped child pulls Lucy into a
web of evil beyond her darkest imagination, she’ll
have to face her own dark truths to save the little
girl–and herself. Packed with suspense, All Good
Deeds is a dark psychological thriller with a
finely crafted mystery that takes readers into the
deepest recesses of the human psyche.

Missing Minotaur Books
New York Times bestselling Allison Brennan's
series featuring FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid
continues as she finds herself on the trail
of a serial killer in Nothing to Hide.
“BRENNAN [IS] A MASTER.” —Associated Press
With a background in psychology, FBI Agent
Lucy Kincaid is good at getting into the
heads of killers and victims both. Still,
her latest case is leaving her stumped. A
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third body has turned up in San Antonio—and
it bears the same unique and troubling M.O.
as the first two. The killer is clearly
trying to send a message. But what is it—and
to whom? All roads keep leading Lucy down a
dead end. . . “CAN’T-PUT-IT-DOWN
SUSPENSE.”—Fresh Fiction The victims are all
married men who led honest lives alongside
their adoring wives, but have nothing else
in common. When Lucy catches each widow in a
lie, she realizes that things are not at all
as they seem. What begins as a seemingly
straightforward investigation turns into
something far darker and more sinister than
Lucy could have ever imagined. Can she solve
this case before more lives are lost. . .
including her own husband?
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